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ABSTRACT
Quantum error correction protects fragile quantum information by encoding it in a larger quantum system whose
extra degrees of freedom enable the detection and correction of errors. An encoded logical qubit thus carries in-
creased complexity compared to a bare physical qubit. Fault-tolerant protocols contain the spread of errors and are
essential for realizing error suppression with an error-corrected logical qubit. Here we experimentally demonstrate
fault-tolerant preparation, rotation, error syndrome extraction, and measurement on a logical qubit encoded in the
9-qubit Bacon-Shor code. For the logical qubit, we measure an average fault-tolerant preparation and measurement
error of 0.6% and a transversal Clifford gate with an error of 0.3% after error correction. The result is an encoded log-
ical qubit whose logical fidelity exceeds the fidelity of the entangling operations used to create it. We compare these
operations with non-fault-tolerant protocols capable of generating arbitrary logical states, and observe the expected
increase in error. We directly measure the four Bacon-Shor stabilizer generators and are able to detect single qubit
Pauli errors. These results show that fault-tolerant quantum systems are currently capable of logical primitives with
error rates lower than their constituent parts. With the future addition of intermediate measurements, the full power
of scalable quantum error-correction can be achieved.
Quantum computers promise to solve models of important
physical processes, optimize complex cost functions, and
challenge cryptography in ways that are intractable using
current computers1–5. However, realistic quantum component
failure rates are typically too high to achieve these goals6, 7.
These applications will therefore likely require quantum error
correction schemes to significantly suppress errors8, 9.
Quantum error correcting codes combine multiple physi-
cal qubits into logical qubits that robustly store information
within an entangled state10–12. However, these codes are not
enough on their own. Fault-tolerant (FT) logical operations,
which limit the ways in which errors can spread throughout
the system, must also be used. Without them, the logical error
rate will remain proportional to the physical error rate. FT
state preparation, detection, and operations have been demon-
strated using quantum error detecting codes with four data
qubits13–17. These codes can identify when errors have oc-
curred, but do not extract enough information to correct them.
There have also been quantum demonstrations of classical
repetition codes to correct quantum errors restricted along one
axis 18–23. In other work, qubits have been encoded into quan-
tum error correcting codes that can correct all single qubit
errors, but the encoding procedure was not fault tolerant24 and
the system was not large enough to measure all the error syn-
dromes25, 26. Parallel work on bosonic codes has demonstrated
encoded operations27, 28, fault-tolerant detection, one-axis29,
and two-axis30 error correction on encoded qubits, but has yet
to demonstrate fault-tolerant state encoding31. For both qubit
codes and bosonic codes, fault-tolerant state preparation of a
code capable of correcting all single-qubit errors has not been
achieved.
Here, we present the first implementation of FT logical
state preparation. Remarkably, the encoding outperforms the
limiting physical operation, which, in our system, is the two-
qubit entangling operation. We integrate the encoded logical
qubit with FT stabilizer measurement, FT logical gates, and
FT measurement to achieve a code capable of correcting er-
rors along all axes. We achieve these results through the
first experimentally implemented subsystem quantum error
correction code. In addition, we demonstrate non-FT direct
preparation and continuous logical gates for the creation of
arbitrary logical states and compare these to fault-tolerant
protocols. In the process, we generate high-quality encoded
magic states, which are a critical resource for many univer-
sally programmable FT quantum computing architectures32.
Achieving all these subroutines in a single system establishes
a key landmark for fault-tolerant quantum computing.
The quantum computer used in this work consists of laser-
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Figure 1. The Bacon-Shor subsystem code implemented on a 15 ion chain. Bacon-Shor is a [[9,1,3]] subsystem code that encodes 9 data
qubits into 1 logical qubit. Four weight-6 stabilizers are mapped to ancillary qubits 10, 11, 12, and 13, for measuring errors in the X and Z
basis. We demonstrate encoding of the logical qubit, with subsequent stabilizer measurements and logical gate operations.
cooled 171Yb+ ions trapped above a microfabricated chip33 in
a room-temperature vacuum chamber. Each physical qubit is
encoded in the 2S1/2 electronic ground state hyperfine ‘clock’
states of a single 171Yb+ ion, |0〉 ≡ |F = 0;mF = 0〉, |1〉 ≡
|F = 1;mF = 0〉, with a qubit frequency splitting of ω0 =
2pi×12.642820424(4) GHz. The qubits have a measured T2
decoherence time in excess of 2.75 s (limited by the stability
of external magnetic fields) and average single-shot detection
fidelity of > 99.5%. Quantum gates are driven by individually
optically addressing up to 32 equispaced ions in a single
chain via a multi-channel acousto-optic modulator (AOM)34.
We implement high-fidelity native single-qubit and two-qubit
gates with fidelities of 99.98% and 98.5-99.3%, respectively.
All-to-all two-qubit gate connectivity is achieved through
coupling of ions via a shared motional bus35.
As shown in Fig. 1, we implement a [[9,1,3]] Bacon-Shor
code 36, 37, which is well-suited to near-term ion-trap quantum
computing architectures38. This code uses 9 physical qubits
to encode 1 logical qubit to distance 3, meaning at least 3
single-qubit operations are needed to change the logical state.
Stabilizers can be measured using 4 ancilla qubits39. The
Bacon-Shor code is a subsystem code with 4 additional de-
grees of freedom, known as gauge qubits, which can be used
for designing stabilizer measurement circuits with minimal
resources. The Bacon-Shor code is a generalization of Shor’s
code11, which is a concatenation of bit-flip and phase-flip
repetition codes. Its logical states are products of GHZ states:
|0/1〉L⊗|X〉G = 1
2
√
2
(|+++〉± |−−−〉)⊗3,
|+/−〉L⊗|Z〉G = 1
2
√
2
(|000〉± |111〉)⊗3,
(1)
where |±〉 = (|0〉 ± |1〉)/√2 and |X/Z〉G refer to different
states of the gauge qubits; see Supplementary Information for
details.
Bacon-Shor codes support a wide range of FT operations,
including state preparation, stabilizer measurement, state mea-
surement, and gates. Fault-tolerance, as a design principle,
ensures faults on single operations do not propagate to uncor-
rectable multi-qubit failures in the circuit. When encoding a
logical qubit, entanglement must be generated between the
data qubits. In most quantum error correcting codes, this is
done by repeatedly measuring stabilizers in order to project
into the code subspace, which requires additional ancilla
qubits and entangling gate operations. Unlike many other
codes (e.g., topological), not all Bacon-Shor logical states re-
quire global entanglement, as seen in Eq. 1. These states can
be structured so that any single circuit fault during preparation
can result in, at worst, a global phase after correction. Thus,
Bacon-Shor codes are among the few code families that can
be fault-tolerantly prepared with unitary operations. Stabilizer
measurement also requires interacting ancillae with multiple
data qubits, which could cause damaging correlated errors;
however, by carefully ordering the gates, the correlated errors
affect only the gauge qubits while leaving the logical qubit
untouched39, 40. FT state measurement can be performed by
simply measuring the data qubits followed by classical error
correction on the output.
Fault tolerance in logical gates is often achieved through
tranversality, where there are no interactions between data
qubits in the same code block. When including per-
mutations, Bacon-Shor has transversal constructions for
{CNOTL, HL, YL (pi/2) , XL}, along with XL and ZL basis
preparation41–43. Here, Y (θ) indicates exponentiation of the
Pauli-Y¯ matrix, e−iθY¯/2. In this work we also implement a
non-FT logical YL(θ) = Y1X2X3Z4Z7(θ) gate and a non-FT
|ψ〉L = cos(θ/2)|0〉L− isin(θ/2)|1〉L preparation circuit for
the construction of arbitrary logical states. The latter demon-
strates generation of high-fidelity magic states, which can be
used to fault-tolerantly implement non-Clifford gates32.
Encoding the Logical Qubit
We embed the 9 data qubits and 4 ancilla qubits of the Bacon-
Shor-13 code in a single chain of 15 ions (Fig. 1), with the
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Figure 2. Fault-tolerant logical qubit state preparation. a, Encoding circuit for creating logical qubit basis states. The right subcircuit
(blue) is used for FT preparation of Z/X logical basis states. The left subcircuit (red, dashed) can be optionally prepended for non-FT
preparation of arbitrary logical states in the xz-plane. b, Bit flip errors for the key basis states of the encoded logical qubit. |0/1〉L states are
directly measured in the Z-basis while the |+/−〉L states are measured in the X basis by applying a transversal YL(−pi/2) after encoding.
The measured expectation value of the parity (Pmeas = 〈Z/X〉L) is compared against the ideal parity of the logical state (Pideal =±1). Error
bars indicate the 95% binomial proportion confidence interval. c, Phase flip errors as a function of time measured for the |+〉L state. After
each wait time, a varying Z(φ) gate is applied to every data qubit, followed by YL(−pi/2). A fit of 〈X〉L depending on φ to a Ramsey fringe
yields the Ramsey amplitude. Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals from maximum likelihood estimation fits.
two end ions left idle to obtain uniform spacing of the central
13 ions. The mapping of the code onto the chain is chosen to
minimize two-qubit gate crosstalk (details in Supplementary
Information).
The qubits are initialized to the |0〉 state by optical pump-
ing. We perform quantum gate operations with 355 nm laser
beams that address the target qubits via an optical stimulated
Raman process. A “global” beam illuminates all the ions and
is perpendicular to an array of 32 tightly-focused “individual”
beams, which are independently controlled via a multichannel
AOM. By sending appropriate signals to the AOM, we can
execute universal single and two-qubit gates on the ion chain
with all-to-all connectivity34, 35. At the end of a circuit, we per-
form global state readout by simultaneously collecting state-
dependent fluorescence from each ion using high-resolution
optics and 32 individual photo-multiplier tubes.
The encoding circuit used to create logical states is shown
in Fig. 2(a). The right sub-circuit (blue) is FT because there
are no entangling operations between independent GHZ states
that would allow errors to propagate; however it is limited to
preparation of only X and Z basis states. One may prepend
an optional sub-circuit (red, dashed) that enables the encod-
ing of arbitrary |ψ〉L states in the xz-plane, determined by
the initial single qubit rotation Y (θ). This circuit can pro-
duce global entanglement, and allows the possibility of early
errors spreading between the separate GHZ states. As a conse-
quence, this circuit loses the FT properties of the X and Z basis
preparation circuits. To directly investigate the properties of
fault-tolerance, we compare the encoding performance of the
right sub-circuit to the full circuit with θ ∈ {0,pi/2,pi,3pi/2}.
Logical qubit states are measured by looking at the ex-
pected value of the total parity of all the data qubits in the
Z-basis, 〈Z〉L = 〈Z1Z2...Z8Z9〉. From Eq.1, the |0〉L state has
even parity (〈Z〉L = 1) while |1〉L has odd parity (〈Z〉L =−1).
Similarly, the |+ /−〉L states have even/odd parity after a
YL(−pi/2) operation following the encoding circuit, which
maps 〈X〉L → 〈Z〉L. The measured parity compared to the
ideal parity of each logical Z,X basis state is presented in
Fig. 2(b). The three panels correspond to different postpro-
cessing techniques applied to the raw measurement output.
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The raw panel corresponds to simply calculating the parity of
all the data bits (〈Z〉L). As such, a single bit-flip error on the
data can cause this decoding method to fail. The correction
panel corresponds to applying error-correction by flipping the
sign of the logical qubit parity conditioned on either Z stabi-
lizer registering a −1 value. If there are bit-flip errors on any
two data qubits, this decoding scheme may fail by applying
an erroneous correction to the data. Lastly, the error-detection
panel corresponds to when both stabilizers register a +1 value,
indicating no error. Experimental shots which do not satisfy
this requirement are discarded. As a result, this decoding
scheme only fails with three or more bit-flips, at the expense
of discarding data.
Using the FT circuit (blue) and performing error correc-
tion in post-processing we prepare |0〉L, |1〉L, |+〉L, and |−〉L
states with respective errors 0.21(4)%,0.39(5)%,0.71(7)%,
and 1.04(9)%. We note that the state preparation and mea-
surement error for a single physical qubit in the |1〉 state is
0.71(4)%, limited by bright-to-dark pumping errors during de-
tection. This is one context in which the logical qubit clearly
outperforms our physical qubit. For the non-FT circuit (red)
the respective errors are 0.93(8)%,1.05(9)%,3.7(2)%, and
3.8(2)%, demonstrating the clear benefits of fault-tolerance,
but also displaying high-fidelity creation of a globally entan-
gled 9-qubit state. This non-FT preparation circuit can be
used to create the |H〉L = e−ipiY¯/8|0〉L magic state, which can
be used for distillation32, 44.
Phase flip errors can be measured by preparing |+〉L, wait-
ing some time, applying varying Z(φ) gates to every data
qubit, and then performing a logical gate YL(−pi/2), as in a
typical Ramsey experiment. At each wait time, the Ramsey
fringe is fit to extract the contrast (see Supplementary Infor-
mation) and the resulting contrast as a function of time is fit
to a decaying exponential Ae−t/T ∗2 . The results of this logical
T ∗2 experiment are presented in Fig. 2(c). For the raw, error
correction, and error detection decoding schemes, we measure
a T ∗2 of 27(2) ms, 78(9) ms, and 300(90) ms. The measured
T ∗2 of each independent GHZ state in the logical qubit is al-
most entirely explained by the measured T ∗2 = 0.6(1) s of the
individual physical qubits (see Supplementary Information).
We attribute the physical qubit decoherence primarily to con-
trol noise. With microwave pulses, which are not sensitive to
optical beam path fluctuations, and using dynamical decou-
pling to suppress magnetic field inhomogeneity, we measure
T2 = 2.84(16) s for the physical qubits. We note that with fur-
ther improvements to the experimental apparatus, T2 > 1 hour
can be achieved45.
Stabilizer Measurements
Having demonstrated high-fidelity preparation of logical
states, we proceed to demonstrate FT syndrome extraction on
the encoded qubit39. In Fig. 3 we show the results of using
direct measurement of the stabilizers with four additional an-
cilla qubits. First, the state is fault-tolerantly encoded into the
|0〉L state. Then, an artificial error is applied to a data qubit.
10 12
1311
Figure 3. Detection of arbitrary single-qubit errors. After
encoding |0〉L, different Pauli errors are purposely introduced on a
selected data qubit in the code. To detect the error, each stabilizer
value is mapped onto the state of the corresponding ancilla qubit.
The ideal ancilla population is 0/1 depending on whether an error
did not/did occur on the stabilizer block. The colored bars
correspond to the measured population of the different ancilla qubits.
The error bars indicate the 95% binomial proportion confidence
interval.
Finally, the X and then Z stabilizers are measured sequentially.
If no error has occurred, all four stabilizers commute with the
logical qubit state and the ancilla qubits should remain in the
|0〉 state. Conversely, if an error did occur on a data qubit, the
stabilizers that do not commute with that error flip the state of
the ancilla to |1〉. For example, a Pauli Y error on data qubit 1
commutes with neither the X nor Z stabilizers that measure it,
resulting in a flip of ancilla qubits 10 and 12. This confirms
our ability to identify arbitrary single qubit errors along both
X and Z axes using the stabilizer outcomes. The data pre-
sented in Fig. 3 are a representative sample of selected errors;
the full data set is available in Supplementary Information.
Averaged over all the artificial errors, the measured ancilla
qubits 12, 13, 10, and 11 (in order of measurement) differ
from the expected value by 17.9(3)%, 24.8(3)%, 24.4(3)%,
and 29.8(6)%, respectively. This error is due to state prepara-
tion, dephasing and cumulative errors introduced by preceding
stabilizer measurements. These results are well explained by
the 3.8(2)% raw |0〉L encoding error, 6.9(5)% error per X
stabilizer, 6.4(7)% error per Z stabilizer, and a fixed 7.2(5)%
Z-type error on the logical qubit that is consistent with the ex-
pected raw T ∗2 -decay over the 3 ms time required to measure
X stabilizers, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Logical Gates
Logical operations are implemented on a quantum error cor-
recting code through circuits that manipulate the entangled
state of the physical qubits. We implement a YL(θ) rota-
tion, which can only be implemented transversally for a dis-
crete set of angles46. In the case of Bacon-Shor, the smallest
transversal YL(θ) rotation we can create is YL(pi/2), which
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Figure 4. Manipulating logical states. a, A schematic depicting different logical operations. A FT discrete logical rotation (blue) operating
on |0〉L is a transversal operation, YL(pi/2) = Y (pi/2)⊗9, that leaves the code subspace (gray planes) and returns via a permutation of qubit
labeling (Uperm). A non-FT continuous logical rotation (green) operating on |0〉L is a 5-qubit entangling operation, YL(θ) = Y1Z2Z3X4X7(θ),
that rotates through the code subspace. At θ = pi/2, these gates are equivalent up to a gauge operation. Finally, one can directly prepare
cos( θ2 )|0〉L+ sin( θ2 )|1〉L (red) via a single qubit rotation on one qubit in the code (circuit shown in Fig 2a). b, The circuit for the FT gate
shown by the blue curve. c, The circuit for the non-FT gate capable of creating any state along the green curve. d, Experimental results
comparing the three logical operations after applying error correction. The expectation value of the logical Z operator is fit to a decaying
sinusoid 〈Z〉L = Acos(θ)e−Γθ/ pi2 . The error bars are 95% confidence intervals from the binomial distribution. e, The amplitude parameters
(A) from the fits to the data. This represents the overhead error associated with the operation at θ = 0. f, The decay parameters (Γ) from the
fits to the data. This represents the error associated with the operation per pi/2 angle.
is generated by applying a physical Y (pi/2) to each data
qubit, followed by relabeling the data qubit indices in post-
processing (blue, Fig. 4a-b). We compare the performance
of this FT rotation with a non-FT circuit which implements
YL(θ) = Y1Z2Z3X4X7(θ) (green, Fig. 4a). These rotations are
equivalent for θ = pi/2 on the logical qubit, but differ in their
operation on the gauge qubits. This non-FT gate commutes
with both the stabilizers of the code and the gauge operators;
if this were not the case, then small angle rotations would
entangle the logical qubit with the gauge qubits, spoiling the
error protection. The non-FT gate (Fig. 4c) also entangles the
separate GHZ states, and so the failure of a single operation
in the circuit can lead to the failure of the logical qubit. Fi-
nally, we compare both these rotations to the non-FT direct
encoding circuit in Fig. 2a (red, Fig. 4a).
The results of these different gate operations, after error-
correction, are shown in Fig. 4d. The Rabi curves are fit to a
decaying sinusoid 〈Z〉L = Acos(θ)e−Γθ/ pi2 and the fit parame-
ters are presented in Fig. 4e-f. The gate error, corresponding
to Γ, for the FT gate is 0.3(1)% after error-correction. The er-
ror rate measured here for the FT gate explains the additional
error present for the |+/−〉L states in Fig. 2b, which requires
two additional YL(pi/2) gates for state preparation and mea-
surement. The rest of the numerical values are tabulated in the
Supplementary Information. Derived from these parameters,
the error at θ = pi , the maximum gate angle required with
optimized circuit compilation, is 0.45%, 6.59%, and 0.93%
for FT gates, non-FT continuous rotations, and non-FT di-
rect encoding, respectively. We note that the loss of contrast
when applying error correction to the continuous rotation is
indicative of a high proportion of weight-2 errors relative to
weight-1 errors. From this data, there is a clear benefit to
fault-tolerance, as expected. The results also indicate that for
preparation of arbitrary states in the xz-plane, direct encoding
is preferable to a continuous rotation.
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Outlook
In this work, we have demonstrated high-fidelity operation of
a logical qubit capable of correcting any single-qubit errors.
The next milestone is to demonstrate a tranversal CNOT logi-
cal gate that outperforms the physical two-qubit gate, which is
the limiting operation in ion systems. This experiment should
be possible in the current system given that two-qubit gates
on 23 data qubits have recently been demonstrated 47. Addi-
tionally, multiple rounds of error-correction can be achieved
by breaking the ion chain to perform mid-circuit detection48.
This shuttling will likely require sympathetic cooling schemes,
which have been previously demonstrated49, 50 and can be
readily implemented in this system47.
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Methods
Experimental implementation
We trap 171Yb+ in a microfabricated-chip ion trap (High Op-
tical Access 2.1.1 from Sandia National Labs) driven by an
RF voltage at a frequency of 36.06 MHz. We define the x-axis
along the trap axis, with the z-axis perpendicular to the chip
surface. A magnetic field of 5.183 G along the z-axis defines
the atomic quantization axis. The individually-addressing
(global) Raman beam is oriented along the z(y)-axis of the
trap, so that the Raman process transfers momentum to the
ions along the yˆ− zˆ direction. We selectively couple light
to the lower-frequency set of radial modes by tilting the trap
principal axes using a static electric yz quadrupole. We use
quadratic and quartic axial potentials to minimize the spacing
inhomogeneity for the middle N-2 ions. In the 15-ion chain,
the longest wavelength (in-phase) mode along each trap axis
is (νx,νy−z,νy+z) = (0.193,3.077,3.234) MHz.
An imaging objective with numerical aperture 0.63 (Photon
Gear, Inc.) is used to focus each of the 32 individual beams
to a waist of 0.85 µm, spaced by 4.43 µm at the ions. The
mode-locked 355 nm laser (Coherent Paladin 355-4000) used
to drive Raman transitions has been modified to tune the
repetition rate of the laser so as to null the 4-photon cross-
beam Stark shift. Typical spin-flip Rabi frequencies achieved
in our system are 500 kHz. The maximum crosstalk on nearby
ions is 2.5% of the Rabi frequency of the addressed ion.
Before each experiment, the ions are cooled to near the
motional ground state through a combination of Doppler cool-
ing and Raman sideband cooling. After the circuit, resonant
369 nm light on the 2S1/2→2P1/2 cycling transition is used
to perform state detection. Scattered light is collected through
the 0.63 NA objective and imaged with magnification of 28
onto a multi-mode (100 µm core) fiber array that is broken out
into individual photo-multiplier tubes (Hamamatsu H10682).
About 1% of the total light is detected as counts. Dark/bright
states are mapped to |0〉/|1〉 states by setting a threshold at
> 1 photon detected within a detection window (typically
100 µs). State preparation and detection errors are 0.22(2)%
and 0.71(4)% for |0〉 and |1〉. Detection crosstalk onto neigh-
boring channels is 0.3(2)%; see Supplementary Information
for detailed error budget.
The entire experiment is controlled by an FPGA (Xilinx)
programmed via the ARTIQ software. RF gate waveforms are
generated by a 4-channel AWG (Keysight M3202A), one of
which drives the global beam, and two of which are routed
through a custom switch network onto any of the 15 middle
channels of the individual beam AOM at each timestep in the
circuit.
Native ion-trap single-qubit gates
The native physical single-qubit gate available to our system is
a single qubit rotation about a vector in the xy-plane, R(θ ,φ)
where θ is the angle of rotation and φ is the angle between the
rotation axis and the x-axis. In this notation, RX(θ) = R(θ ,0)
and RY (θ) = R(θ ,pi/2). Additionally, we use compound SK1
pulses to suppress angle and cross-talk errors51. The SK1
pulses are shaped with a smooth Gaussian amplitude envelope
to avoid frequency content that may excite axial motion due
to light-induced prompt charge effects from partially exposed
semiconductor in the chip trap. Due to hardware limitations,
single-qubits gates are run sequentially. We implement virtual
RZ(θ) gates via a software advance of the local oscillator
phase, tracked for each individual ion. Before each circuit is
run, we calibrate the amplitude of an RX(θ) on each qubit in
the chain. We achieve single-qubit native gate error rates of
1.8(3)×10−4 on a 15-ion chain as measured by randomized
benchmarking (see Supplementary Information).
Native ion-trap two-qubit gates
The native two-qubit operation is the XX(θ) Ising gate, imple-
mented via a Mølmer-Sørensen interaction52. CNOT gates can
be constructed from an XX(pi/4) gate and additional single
qubit gates53. Offline, we calculate laser pulse solutions for
XX gates to disentangle the motional modes using amplitude-
modulated waveforms34 discretized into 16 segments with
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linear interpolation between segments to avoid undesirable ex-
citation of the axial motion. In an equispaced chain of 15 ions,
we observe that the middle 11 radial motional modes are also
roughly equispaced. The laser detuning from motional modes
is constant across the waveform and is chosen to sit approxi-
mately halfway between two adjacent modes, which leads to
particularly simple laser waveforms to eliminate qubit-motion
entanglement at the end of the gate. The gate frequency for
a particular gate pair is optimized to minimize the required
laser power, minimize sensitivity to mode-frequency errors
of < 1 kHz, and to avoid coupling to modes with low spatial
frequencies that are subject to heating . Gate durations are
225 µs. To avoid unwanted couplings, we run two-qubit gates
sequentially. Before a batch of circuits is run, we calibrate the
amplitude, common phase and differential phase of each gate
in the circuit. We achieve between 98.5 and 99.3% fidelity on
a typical gate, measured by parity fringes after a varying odd
number of successive of non-echoed and echoed XX gates
(see Supplementary Information).
Crosstalk Detection
When available, idle qubits in a circuit are used to detect
potential two-qubit gate crosstalk errors. Any experimental
shots where an idle qubit is measured in the |1〉 state are
discarded in post-processing. On average, < 4% of the total
data is discarded using this method.
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Supplementary Information
State preparation and measurement errors
We characterize the state preparation and measurement (SPAM) errors using the following method. We load a single ion and
prepare it in the |0〉 state using optical pumping, from which we may also apply an SK151 pi-rotation to prepare |1〉. To measure
the qubit state, 369 nm light that is resonant with the {2S1/2,F = 1} ←→ {2P1/2,F = 0} transition is shined onto the ion and
the scattered photons are detected using our array of PMTs. We determine that the ion is bright (dark) when we detect > 1 (≤ 1)
photons within a 100 µs window. When the ion is prepared in |1〉 (the bright state), we measure a SPAM error of 0.71(4)%,
while the SPAM error for |0〉 (the dark state) is 0.22(2)%, making the average single-qubit SPAM error 0.46(2)%. Table S1
describes the SPAM error budget, derived either from separate measurements or by fitting Poisson curves to the histogram of
photon count event frequency. The measured average detection cross-talk to neighboring PMTs when the target ion is bright is
0.3(2)%.
SK1 pulse, 1-state and 0-state error Error budget
SPAM error on bright ion ≡ |1〉 0.71%
Bright to dark pumping 0.55%
Thresholding error 0.12%
Preparation error (1-qubit randomized benchmarking) 0.03%
SPAM error on dark ion ≡ |0〉 0.22%
Dark to bright pumping 0.13%
Preparation error - incomplete pumping 0.02%
Background dark counts (measured with no ion qubit) 0.07%
Detection cross-talk error (averaged across neighboring PMTs to bright ion) 0.34%
Table S1. State preparation and measurement error budget for a single ion in our system.
Figure S1. Randomized benchmarking of single-qubit gates. The probability to measure a single ion in the ground state after a variable
number of Clifford gates in a randomized benchmarking sequence. The slope of the line indicates the per-Clifford fidelity, while the
y-intercept indicates the SPAM error. Fit function for 1 ion chain is 0.9938(8)−N ∗1.7(7)×10−4, and for 15 ion chain
0.995(1)−N ∗3.4(8)×10−4. Error bars shown are the standard error of the mean.
Single qubit gate benchmarking
The reported single qubit gate fidelity was measured using single qubit randomized benchmarking54, using a sequence of up to
20 random Clifford gates, which were decomposed into our native rotation gates and implemented using SK1 composite pulses.
Each random sequence is followed by its inverse in order to, in principle, echo out the gates completely and return the qubit to
the initial |0〉 state. The degree to which the qubit does not return to the initial state quantifies the infidelity of the circuit. The
measured occupation of the |0〉 ground state as a function of the number of the applied Clifford gates is shown in Fig. S1. This
benchmarking procedure is performed on a single ion, as well as on an individual qubit in a chain of 15 ions, so as to detect any
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adverse affects arising from an increase in the system size. The fitted slope of the occupation of the |0〉 state as a function of the
number of the applied Clifford gates indicates a per-Clifford error of 3.4(8)×10−4 on the 15-ion chain, corresponding to an
error of 1.8(3)×10−4 per native Pauli gate55. The offset in the fit is consistent with SPAM errors.
Two-qubit gate performance
Two qubit gate performance was estimated using the results of two gate sequences. On gates with low crosstalk (details in the
following section), we anticipate the dominant error in the XX(pi/4) gate will be an over or under-rotation error by a small
angle ε resulting in XX(pi/4+ ε). A sequence of N successive applications of the gate will then will result in an accumulated
error of Nε . If the phase of the gate is flipped with each successive application, XX(pi/4+ ε)XX(−pi/4− ε)..., then this
particular error is suppressed to the extent that it is stable between applications. We also note that the echo sequence will also
suppress other forms of coherent errors, such as gate crosstalk. By comparing the resultant error of the two sequences (with and
without the echo), we can estimate the true fidelity of a single gate to be between the two. The fidelity is determined by the
parity fringe method56. We increase the number of XX gates in the sequence, and take the slope of the fidelity to be the error
per gate. The results of this estimation are shown for a single gate between ions 2 and 3 in the chain of 15 in Fig. S2. In other
gates, a decrease in fidelity relative to this estimate is primarily due to effects of crosstalk.
Figure S2. Two-qubit gate performance. The cumulative sequence (red) XX(pi/4+ ε)XX(pi/4+ ε)... results in a total error of Nε , and the
echoed sequence (black) XX(pi/4+ ε)XX(−pi/4− ε)... cancels this particular type of over/under-rotation error. The true gate fidelity lies
somewhere in the shaded region. The slope of the two lines determines the error per gate, or the estimated fidelity to be in the range of
98.5−99.3%. Errors are plotted for 95% confidence intervals.
Circuit optimization for crosstalk
There are several factors to consider when mapping the Bacon-Shor code onto a chain of 15 ions, as shown in Fig. 1 of the
main text. In general, ion chains feature all-to-all two-qubit gate connectivity; however, some gates require more optical power
than others to achieve maximal entanglement. Considering errors that scale with intensity, such as crosstalk, then gate fidelity
is expected to decrease with increasing power requirements. These differences in power requirements can be understood by
examining the mode participation symmetries in the chain. For example, ion 8, the center ion, requires high power in nearly all
of its gates because it only participates in the even spatial modes (i.e., b8,2n = 0, n= 1,2, ...,7 where bi,1 is mode-participation
factor of the highest-frequency in-phase radial mode for ion i). So on average, for a fixed gate frequency, the modes that drive
entanglement are further detuned from the gate. We note that this is unique to our choice of amplitude modulated (AM) gates
with a fixed frequency; phase/frequency-modulated (PM/FM) gates or multi-tone gates may have different chain symmetry
considerations.
In Fig. S3, we present the power requirements for the gates in our system. We first optimize the frequency of each gate
across the mode spectrum to find pulse solutions that are robust to mode errors of < 1 kHz. Once the frequency is fixed for
each gate, we calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) Rabi frequency (Ωrms) of the AM waveform for each red/blue sideband
when brought into resonance with the carrier transition. In our system, we use equal Rabi frequencies to drive both ions i, j in
the gate (Ωi,rms =Ω j,rms), although this need not be case. The Lamb-Dicke factor (η ≈ 0.08) converts carrier Rabi frequency
to sideband frequency and this factor is normalized by the gate duration (τgate = 225µ s). Using Fig. S3 as a cost matrix, we
manually optimize the mapping so that the required gates in the circuit minimize the total cost. In general, we observe that each
half of the chain has strong coupling to itself, and the two halves of the chain couple well to each other as long as symmetry
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of the chain is obeyed (e.g., gates where the ions are with both odd or both even integer offsets from the center of the chain
couple well, but mixed even and odd integer offsets do not). We further note that when considering the full stabilizer circuit, it
is preferable to use ion 8 as a data qubit (maximum 4 gates) than as an ancilla qubit (6 gates). With these considerations, we
arrived at the ion→qubit mapping displayed in Fig. 1 of the main text.
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Figure S3. Power requirements for XX gates in our system. For an XX gate on ions i, j, the (RMS) Rabi frequency (Ωrms) of the AM
waveform for each red/blue sideband when brought into resonance with the carrier transition is normalized by the Lamb-Dicke factor
(η ≈ 0.08) and the gate duration (τgate = 225µs). Gate power is used as a proxy for crosstalk, and the ion→qubit mapping is chosen to
minimize the cost matrix.
Logical T ∗2 fits
The Ramsey fringe amplitudes shown in Fig. 2c are calculated by fitting a curve to a logical Ramsey experiment at each wait
time. The data is taken by preparing a |+〉L state as shown in Eq. 1, waiting some amount of time t, applying varying RZ(θ)
gates to every qubit and then measuring in the logical X basis via a transversal RYL(−pi/2) . Here we will explain the theoretical
fits used for raw, corrected, and detected data processing techniques.
Firstly, as shown in Eq. 1, the logical |+〉 state we use is composed of three GHZ states 1√
2
(|000〉+ |111〉). Due to the
structure of these states, if a RZ(θ) gate is applied to each qubit, the three gates will coherently combine, and the end result will
be the same as if a RZ(3θ) gate had been applied on any single qubit. By considering this simplification we can reduce the
number of error cases we must consider.
For the ’raw’ processing case, any Z error flips the logical output. As a result the cases where 1 or 3 errors occur lead to |−〉L
states, while while cases with 0 or 2 errors lead to |+〉L. Consequently the expectation value of XL can be thought of as the
squared amplitude of cases which lead to |+〉L, subtracted by the squared amplitude of cases which result in |−〉L. This results
in a curve
〈XL〉= cos(3θ/2)6−3cos(3θ/2)4 sin(3θ/2)2 +3cos(3θ/2)2 sin(3θ/2)4− sin(3θ/2)2 = cos(3θ)3.
In the ’corrected’ processing case, the state can tolerate a single error without having its logical information corrupted. As a
result error cases with 0 or 1 errors lead to |+〉L, while 2 or 3 lead to |−〉L. This results in the curve
〈XL〉= cos(3θ/2)6 +3cos(3θ/2)4 sin(3θ/2)2−3cos(3θ/2)2 sin(3θ/2)4− sin(3θ/2)2.
Lastly the ’detected’ processing method is slightly more complex, as postselection means we must renormalize the expectation
value. The case with 0 errors leads to |+〉L, while the case with 3 errors leads to |−〉L. Cases with 1 or 2 errors must set
off at least one stabilizer, and as a result those runs will be removed from the dataset. As a result the probabilities must be
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renormalized, leading to the curve
〈XL〉= cos(3θ/2)
6− sin(3θ/2)6
cos(3θ/2)6 + sin(3θ/2)
.
In an experiment there will also be imperfections in the states due to errors beyond T ∗2 dephasing, which we model be a
simple depolarization of each GHZ state with strength p. This corresponds to taking a state |+〉GHZ → (1− p)|+〉〈+|GHZ +
p
2 (|+〉〈+|GHZ + |−〉〈−|GHZ), where the second term, equal to the maximally mixed state on the space spanned by |000〉 and|111〉, has an expectation value of 0.
In the raw case, any depolarization of the GHZ states will lead to the expectation value going to zero, and as a result the only
non-zero expectation values come about when no depolarization occurs. As a result the overall fringe pattern is simply scaled
by a factor of (1− p)3:
〈XL〉= A(1− p)3cos(3θ)3.
In the correction case the stabilizers are able to identify and correct a single depolarization error. This leads to different cases
for when depolarization occurs and when they do not, which when collated lead to:
〈XL〉=
[
(1− p)3 +3(1− p)2p+ 3p
2(1− p)
2
]
(cos(3θ/2)6− sin(3θ/2)6)
+
[
3(1− p)3 +3(1− p)2p+ 3p
2(1− p)
2
]
(sin(3θ/2)2 cos(3θ/2)4− sin(3θ/2)4 cos(3θ/2)2).
The most complex case is the detection case. Individual depolarizations each contribute a 12 chance of setting off a stabilizer,
and when they do not the coherent rotations on the other qubits produce similar behaviors to the ideal detection case, but only
on the non-depolarized qubits. This leads to the equation:
〈XL〉= A
[
(1− p)3
(
cos(3θ/2)6− sin(3θ/2)6
cos(3θ/2)6 + sin(3θ/2)6
)
+
3p(1− p)2
2
(
cos(3θ/2)4− sin(3θ/2)4
cos(3θ/2)4 + sin(3θ/2)4
)
+
3p2(1− p)
4
(
cos(3θ/2)2− sin(3θ/2)2
cos(3θ/2)2 + sin(3θ/2)2
)]
.
These models well describe the experimental data, as shown in Fig. S4.
Raw DetectionCorrection
Figure S4. Examples of T ∗2 fits. These plots exemplify logical Ramsey fringe fitting at two different wait times, 0ms (left) and 14ms (right).
At short wait times (left), the data shows characteristics of error correction, such as the flattened top for error-detection. At longer wait times
(right), the amplitude of each curve decreases due to T ∗2 , but also the flat features of the curves blur due to GHZ depolarization. In both cases,
the error model well matches the experimental data. Error bars are the 95% binomial proportion confidence interval
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Figure S5. Raman T ∗2 for a physical qubit in a 15-ion chain. Ramsey fringes with variable wait times are fit to a sinusoud to extract the
contrast. For each data point, the error bars represent the 95% confidence interval from a maximal likelihood estimation fit of a sinuosoid.
The contrast is fit to a decaying exponential Ae−τwait/T ∗2 , with fit value T ∗2 = 610(120) ms. The shaded region indicates the 1σ uncertainty in
the exponential least-squares fit.
Physical T ∗2
To understand the phase flip errors in the logical qubit, we measure the T ∗2 of the physical qubits in a chain of 15 ions. This is
accomplished via a laser Raman Ramsey sequence on the center ion, RY (pi/2)− τwait−RZ(θ)−RY (−pi/2), with no echoes.
At each wait time τwait, the phase θ is swept, and the resulting data is fit to a sinusoid to extract the contrast. The Ramsey
contrast is fit to a decaying exponential Ae−τwait/T ∗2 to extract T ∗2 . The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. S5. We find
T ∗2 = 610(120) ms for a physical qubit in a chain of 15 ions. We attribute the physical qubit decoherence primarily to control
noise, rather than to fundamental qubit decoherence. In particular, we note that there are features of revivals at ≈ 8 ms and 16
ms, corresponding to noise at ≈ 125 Hz. We assign this to mechanical fluctuations (e.g., fans) that shift the standing wave of
the optical Raman beams relative to the ions. This effect can be mitigated by switching to a ”phase-insensitive” configuration57.
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Figure S6. Microwave T2 for a physical qubit in a 15-ion chain. An (XY )N dynamical decoupling sequence is used to suppress magnetic
field noise. Ramsey fringes with variable wait times are fit to a sinusoud to extract the contrast. For each data point, the error bars represent
the 1σ confidence interval from a least-squares fit of a sinuosoid. The contrast is fit to a Gaussian decay Ae−(τwait/T2)2 , with average fit value
T2 = 2.84(16) s.
To investigate the degree to which control errors impact our physical T ∗2 qubit decoherence, we perform microwave Ramsey
experiments, which are not sensitive to optical beam path fluctuations. Additionally, we suppress magnetic field inhomogeneity
using a dynamical decoupling technique that applies pi-pulses with alternating 90° phase offsets, commonly known as an (XY )N
pulse sequence58, to periodically refocus the qubit spin. Due to a strong microwave drive field gradient along the ion chain, the
pi-pulse times are only well calibrated for three neighboring ions in the chain, which we center on the middle ion (8) in the
chain. At each wait time, the phase of the fringe is swept, and the resulting data is fit to a sinusoid to extract the contrast. The
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resulting data is shown in Fig. S6. We observe that the resulting decay is better fit to a Gaussian (Ae−(τwait/T2)2 ), compared to an
exponential decay, with average T2 = 2.84(16) s. The coherence time of this echo experiment is limited by residual magnetic
field noise, which can be improved by operating our qubit in a lower bias-field or by using magnetic shielding. We note that
T2 > 1 hour has been achieved in 171Yb+45.
The GHZ states that make up the Bacon-Shor code (|000〉+ |111〉) are three times as sensitive to phase noise as our physical
qubit. To understand the implication of the Raman T ∗2 on the logical T
∗
2 , we run numerical simulations to extrapolate the
measured phase noise to a GHZ state. We assume that the Pauli-Z noise in the middle of the Ramsey sequence is Gaussian
distributed with some width ∆Z . Using the fit from Fig. S5, we can numerically solve for the width of the noise spectrum
∆Z . Once this value is found, we re-run the simulation with that noise spectrum on a three-qubit GHZ state to extract the
predicted contrast. In Fig. S7, we compare this predicted value to the three individual GHZ states measured in the logical
qubit experiment. We conclude that almost all the dephasing in the logical qubit that we observe is explained by the observed
T ∗2 - decay in the physical qubit. We note that this is the same experimental data presented in Fig. 2c of the main text, just
post-processed to analyze individual GHZ states rather than to perform error-correction.
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Figure S7. T ∗2 for GHZ states. Ramsey fringes for each independent GHZ state are analyzed from the logical T
∗
2 experiment in Fig. 2c of
the main text. For each data point, the error bars represent the 95% confidence interval from a maximal likelihood estimation fit of a
sinuosoid. For the theoretical prediction, we apply the fitted dephasing noise in Fig. S5 to a numerical simulation of a three-qubit GHZ state.
The shaded region indicates the 1σ uncertainty in the exponential least-squares fit in Fig. S5, propagated through the numerical simulation.
Extended stabilizer results
In Fig. 3 of the main text, we presented a representative sample of artificially introduced errors and the corresponding ancilla
qubit populations. Here in Fig. S8, we present a full set of errors that produce all of the possible ancilla qubit output bit strings.
Figure S8. Full stabilizer measurement results. A complete set of errors are introduced to create all possible output bit strings of the
ancilla qubits. Error bars are the 95% binomial proportion confidence interval.
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For a given error, each stabilizer measurement yields a deterministic eigenvalue measurement (e.g., {+1,−1,−1,+1)} that
is mapped to the ancilla qubit state (e.g., {0,1,1,0}). Defining the error as the difference between the expected ancilla bit
string and the measured populations, and averaging across all the artificial errors, we obtain the following total error for each
stabilizer measurement:
Stabilizer Total Error (εSi )
S1 = Z1Z4Z2Z5Z3Z6 0.244(3)
S2 = Z4Z7Z5Z8Z6Z9 0.298(6)
S3 = X1X2X4X5X7X8 0.179(3)
S4 = X2X3X5X6X8X9 0.248(3)
In this experiment, the stabilizers are measured in the order S3,S4,S1,S2. We note from the data presented in Fig. 2 of the
main text, the raw encoding of the |0〉L state has a base εenc = 0.038(2) error, which we assume is isotropic in the sense that all
stabilizer measurements should see the error equally. Additionally, stabilizer measurements will detect errors introduced by
itself or previous stabilizer measurements, which we assume to be isotropic as well. The per stabilizer error can be calculated by
the differential error between successive stabilizer measurements. We calculate εZ = 0.064(7) per Z-stabilizer (avg. 98.9% gate
fidelity) and εX = 0.069(5) per X-stabilizer (avg. 98.8% gate fidelity). Finally, we observe an error offset on the X-stabilizers
relative to the Z-stabilizers of εT ∗2 = 0.072(5), consistent with a Z-type error caused by the logical qubit dephasing (T
∗
2 ) over
the wall-clock time it takes to measure the X-stabilizers (≈ 3 ms), as presented in Fig. 2c of the main text. In conclusion, we
find that the total stabilizer measurement error for each ancilla qubit is well explained by the following error model:
εS1 = εenc+2εX + εZ
εS2 = εenc+2εX +2εZ
εS3 = εenc+ εT ∗2 + εX
εS4 = εenc+ εT ∗2 +2εX
Bacon-Shor gauge operators
The Bacon-Shor code is an example of a subsystem quantum error correcting code. These codes have additional quantum
degrees of freedom which are not protected to the same distance as the logical degree of freedom. In the [[9,1,3]] Bacon-Shor
code, there are 4 additional degrees of freedom referred to as gauge qubits. One basis for the gauge qubits corresponds to fixing
4 constraints on the eigenvalues of the operators shown in the table below.
X-gauges Z-gauges
X1X2 Z1Z4
X4X5 Z2Z5
X7X8 Z3Z6
X2X3 Z4Z7
X5X6 Z5Z8
X8X9 Z6Z9
It should be noted that this is not an independent set of operators because the stabilizers of the code, which are products of
gauges, already have their eigenvalues fixed to +1. As such, if the X-gauges X1X2 and X4X5 both have eigenvalue +1 on a
given logical state, then the eigenvalue of X7X8 will also be +1. We refer to a state in which all X(Z)-type gauge operators have
eigenvalue +1 as the |X〉G(|Z〉G) gauge. It should be noted that these gauge operators do not commute, so these two gauges are
mutually exclusive. When decoding the Bacon-Shor code, we can only identify operators up to a product of gauges. When the
correction is applied, we may have inadvertently applied a gauge operator to the logical state. This leaves our logical qubit
unaffected, but will alter the state of the gauge qubits.
Logical Pauli operators on a subsystem code decompose as a tensor product of operations on the logical and gauge degrees
of freedom. When a logical Pauli operator that acts non-trivially on the gauge subsystem is used to generate a continuous
unitary operator, it will entangle the logical and gauge subsystems. As these gauge subsystems are less protected than the
logical subsystem, the information will be less protected. Consequently, one must design continuous logical operators around
logical Pauli operations that commute with the entire gauge group, ensuring that it acts trivially on the gauge subsystem.
Fit values for logical gate operations
In Table. S2 and S3, we report the numerical values obtained from fitting the logical gate operations as displayed in Fig. 4(e,f)
of the main text. Error values are reported as the 1σ from a Gaussian approximation to a maximal likelihood estimation fit.
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The Gaussian approximation fails when the fit parameters are at or equal to their extrema (e.g., when A' 1), in which case
asymmetric error bars are given by the notation (1σupper1σ lower).
Amplitude (A) Raw Error Correction Error Detection
FT Gate 0.923(6) 0.996(1) 1.000(03)
Direct Prep 0.78(1) 0.982(5) 0.997(2)
Continuous Gate 0.89(1) 0.87(1) 1.00(01)
Table S2. Numerical values for the fit parameter A, as presented in Fig. 4e of main text.
Gate Error (Γ) Raw Error Correction Error Detection
FT Gate 0.044(3) 0.0027(7) 0.0002(1)
Direct Prep 0.001(6) 0.000(2) 0.001(1)
Continuous Gate 0.015(5) 0.000(4) 0.011(2)
Table S3. Numerical values for the fit parameter Γ, as presented in Fig. 4f of main text.
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